
LaRouche campaign memo:
‘The U.S.A.-China partnership’
Lyndon LaRouche’s campaign for the Democratic Presiden- national system of “globalized” financial markets. There are

no “circuit breakers,” presently installed, or otherwise avail-tial nomination in the year 2000 released the following memo-
randum on Sept. 30. able, which could cause that “global system” to continue to

exist into the coming century. The only serious question, is
Whether President William Clinton succeeds, or not, in estab- whether the nations have the good sense to dump the doomed

system, and create the kind of new, internationalfinancial andlishing a strong U.S.A. partnership with China during the
coming “summit,” may be decisive in predetermining monetary system which I have identified as a “New Bretton

Woods Agreement.”whether or not the United States survives the presently on-
rushing collapse of the present international financial and That said, let us go directly to the hard practical issues.

Whether the United States survives this century will dependmonetary systems.
The present, “globalized,”financial and monetary system, upon actions taken by this President, William Clinton. He is

the man on watch; either he finds the will and means to actsometimes identified as the “IMF (International Monetary
Fund) system,” is doomed in the near term. It will probably effectively, or this civilization is doomed to plunge into the

worst crisis known since the great banking collapse known tonot live out this century. Nothing could save the present inter-
history-books as Europe’s Fourteenth-Century “New Dark
Age.” The time he will be called upon will be a moment,
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coming soon, in which the entire international financial sys-
tem is spiralling into the deepest and steepest collapse of the
present century, a moment when terrified citizens—butcher,
baker, candlestick-maker, and beggar alike—are screaming
for our government “to do something” to save them from a
catastrophe beyond anything they previously believed pos-
sible.

At that moment, President Clinton will be faced with a
situation, in which only one course of action could save the
U.S.A., and that course of action will be opposed by the homi-
cidal fury of both the big financier interests in general, and by
the British Commonwealth in particular. In short, the Presi-
dent can do nothing useful, unless he can find both the will
and allies needed, not only to face down types like the Dra-
cula-like Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan, and in-
ternational grave-robber George Soros. The President must
also face down, and defeat the most powerful political force
on this planet today, the British Commonwealth.

In that circumstance, the President’s ability to act suc-
cessfully, depends upon his ability to find a powerful combi-
nation of allies against both predatory financiers and the
British monarchy’s Commonwealth. To be successful, that
roster of allies must include China. Therefore, the future of
the U.S.A. may depend upon the successful establishment
of a solid partnership with China, during the coming “sum-
mit” meeting.

The danger is clear. Alan Greenspan and the British mon-
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archy have found willing allies among the current large num-
ber of “Aaron Burrs” in the U.S. Congress. The most shame-
less of these are the outright British agents, such as
Representatives Frank Wolf (R-Va.) and Chris Smith (R-N.J.)
who are operating openly as agents of the British Intelligence
service’s Christian Solidarity International (CSI). This is the Li Peng’s diplomatic
same crew of front-men for Britain’s Baroness Caroline
Cox—which is about as “Christian” as the Roman Emperors initiatives in Asia
Tiberius and Nero—which, assisted by Representative Don-
ald Payne (D-N.J.), is deployed as backers of the worst Holo-

Here are excerpts from recent speeches by Chinese Primecaust of the present century, that run in Africa by Britain’s
Hitler-like Yoweri Museveni. Minister Li Peng, during his travels before the Hongkong

IMF meeting, and at the meeting itself.These British agents, and their collaborators, are currently
attempting to wreck the coming “summit.” Their tactic is to
attempt to force President Clinton to wreck the discussions Sino-ASEAN ties

From a speech by Li Peng in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,with China, through imposing upon this discussion certain
conditions which have been “made in London” and presented on Aug. 22, “Toward a Relationship of Friendship and Good-

Neighborliness Geared to the Twenty-First Century,” at afor a vote on relevant legislation and other action within the
U.S. Congress. If these agents of British influence inside the meeting hosted by the Institute of Diplomatic and Foreign

Relations of Malaysia. Reported by Beijing Xinhua DomesticCongress could succeed in driving such a diplomatic wedge
between the Presidents of the U.S.A. and China, the chance Service in Chinese.

. . . At Prime Minister Mahathir’s invitation, I have comeof the U.S.A. surviving the onrushing financial blow-out is
either slim, or simply does not exist at all. to Malaysia on an official and friendly visit. It gives me great

pleasure today to have the opportunity to meet with all of youThe recent Hong Kong meeting of the IMF and others
exposed the line-up. On the one side, were the IMF, the World here and deliver a speech at the welcoming meeting hosted

by the famous Institute of Diplomatic and Foreign RelationsBank, London, and mega-speculators such as George Soros.
On the opposing side were the ASEAN and G-24 group of of Malaysia. I would also like to take this opportunity to

express my heartfelt thanks and cordial greetings to the host,nations, with political support from China. As leading Euro-
pean press reported from Hong Kong, I, by name, was at- the Honorable Foreign Minister Badawi, and all the guests

present.tacked by these circles, as the alleged conspirator behind the
attacks upon the IMF and Soros from leading circles of the Here, I would like to brief you on China’s economic devel-

opment and also make a few observations on the further devel-ASEAN nations. In the middle, but leaning toward ASEAN,
China, and the G-24’s position, were Japan’s proposed new opment of friendly and cooperative relations between China

and ASEAN countries. Beginning in the late 1970s, Chinafund, and U.S. Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin’s expres-
sions of sympathy for both that Japan proposal and the views entered a new historical period of reform, opening up, and the

modernization drive. Over the past 19 years, China has allexpressed by the Prime Minister and Finance Minister of
China. Inside the U.S., the same line-up is represented by Alan along kept a favorable momentum of economic growth and

considerably improved its people’s living standards. Break-“Dracula” Greenspan’s mad-dog brutishness, in his demands
that, under conditions of crisis, the U.S. population must sub- throughs have been made in our economic restructuring

aimed at establishing a socialist market economy and the pat-mit willingly to any sacrifice needed to bail out bankrupt Wall
Street financier interests. tern of opening up has basically taken shape. After facilitating

strengthened macroeconomic regulations and control in re-William Clinton is the President; but, on the economy, I
am the expert. I have made few forecasts in my long career as cent years, China has brought under control inflation, which

was once quite serious, and ushered in a favorable situationan economist. Most were long-term forecasts, all opposed by
the overwhelming majority of economists, but all of which, characterized by a high growth rate, low price hikes, and

steady and coordinated growth of the national economy.including my forecast of this year’s crisis, have been borne
out as on the mark. Partly for reason of my forecasting, I have China has formulated development plans for the last five

years of this century and on long-range objectives to the yearsignificant influence in leading circles among many nations
on this planet today. It is my job to ensure, for your own and 2010. Implementation of these plans in the past two years has

been favorable. Our objective is, through the two switches inyour children’s sakes, that President Clinton is successful in
dealing with the presently onrushing disintegration of world economic system and mode of economic growth, to carry

out the strategies of developing China through scientific andfinancial markets. I am asking patriots to rally around my
efforts to give President Clinton the advice and support he technological progress and of sustainable development, and

to unswervingly implement the opening-up policy so as tomust have under these conditions.
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